SHOWCASE

GIVING METAL
PRINTING A HOME

Opened in May, the Additive Manufacturing Centre is
testament to 3D MetalForge’s move to capture the
market for 3D printed metal parts
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who took our prototypes asked if we
could produce the end-use parts for
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These machines are used by
companies and research institutions for
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The centre was set up to enable the
company to provide an end-to-end
service for 3D metal printing, allowing
clients to be involved in the overall
process and ensuring that requirements
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New technologies
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There is a strong demand for larger
mechanical parts from heavy industries
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The new printer features a free-range
robot arm that sprays metal powder,
and a laser to melt the metal powder into
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While the printed parts will be of midcomplexity level, they are suitable for
a variety of uses, including industrial
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This project is partially funded by
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Innovation Cluster, which is part of the
Innovation Cluster Programme led by
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Tangible benefits
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One example is multinational conglomerate General Electric, which used
to manufacture multiple parts of its engines separately, before welding them
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printing, it now produces entire engine
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3D-printed parts last longer, perform
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optimisation process, where digital
images of a part or parts are run through
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The design optimisation process gives
insight on key areas of the product that
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are less crucial can take the form of a

Additive
manufacturing
is not just manufacturing
for the next generation.
Traditional heavy
industries will always
be in need of large
metal parts, and the 3D
printing technology
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honeycomb structure, instead of solid
metal, giving companies the option to
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Businesses today are also using 3D
metal printing to replace parts that
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the valve through 3D printing at a
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This is comparative to the alternative
solution which would require the
company to replace the entire braking
system that would have cost the
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This is largely due to how 3D printed
parts can be produced in low quantities,
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a simple or complicated product,” quips
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while traditional manufacturing of a part
can take four to six weeks, 3D printing
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Looking into the future

To date, a healthy demand for 3D
printing has been streaming in from
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The company is also in the early stages of embarking on a research collaboYH[PVU ^P[O [OL :PUNHWVYL <UP]LYZP[` VM
Technology and Design to bring another
3D metal printing technology option to
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With support from SPRING’s Capability
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in additive manufacturing processes,
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more software for design optimisation,
and hired a lead engineer familiar with
the regulatory and design framework for
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“To be a partner for companies in
heavy industries, we felt that we needed
to understand their constraints to serve
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Traditional heavy industries will always
be in need of large metal parts, and the
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 3D printing metal printing provides flexibility
to customers from both traditional and upand-coming industries
 To find out more about strengthening 3D
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